
Experiment  - 4 Airflow System –Bernoulli’s Experiment 

 

Aim of this Experiment 

Bernoulli Experiment: The duct allows students to quantitatively investigate Bernoulli’s 

equation relating total pressure and dynamic pressure in a stream. The unit also introduces 

students to the Pitot - static tube, an essential tool for aerodynamic investigation and velocity 

measurement. 

 

Experimental Set – up 

Experimental system has some essential items needed for the experimental use. It features a 

large capacity airflow system, a plenum chamber, multi-tube monometer andBernoulli 

investigation duct.  

 

The Airflow System has been specifically designed to allow students to investigate a wide 

range of and low speed air flow phenomena and fundamental aerodynamics. Airflow System 

base unit consists of a large capacity variable speed centrifugal fan with a separate 

aerodynamically designed plenum chamber containing multiple screens, flow straightener and 

acceleration section. The fan and plenum chamber are connected by a length of flexible hose 

and this allows the two components to be arranged in a variety of convenient locations either at 

bench or floor level.  

 

A large number of optional ducts may be attached to the plenum discharge that allow 

investigation of airflow on the positive side of the fan. 

 

In addition there are additional optional items that attach to the suction or intake side of the fan.  

 

The ability to utilise both the intake and discharge sides of the fan, together with a continuously 

expanding range of optional accessories makes the Airflow System a very flexible and cost 

effective unit. 

 
General experimental setup of Airflow System: 1. Fan; 2. Fan Speed Control; 3. RCCB & MCB 

Box; 4. Fan Outlet; 5. Fan Inlet; 6. RCCB; 7. MCB 



 
General experimental setup of Plenum Chamber: 8. Plenum Chamber; 9. Plenum Discharge; 

10. Plenum Inlet 

 

Multi-tube Manometer has been designed for operation with the Airflow System. However as 

a 16 tube manometer it may equally be used in any application that is within its pressure range. 

Last apparatus for the experimental setup is Bernoulli investigation duct. 

 

 
General experimental setup of Multi-Tube Manometer: 1. Manometer Tube Couplings; 2. Side 

Clamps; 3. Angle Indicator; 4. Rubber Feet; 5. Manometer Tubes; 6. Reservoir Tapping; 7. 

Reservoir; 8. Reservoir Clamp; 9. Reservoir Track; 10. Marker 



 
General experimental setup of Multi-Tube Manometer: 1. Position Measuring Scale; 2. Profile 

Retaining Nuts; 3. Duct Profiles; 4. Mounting Nuts; 5. Pitot-Static Tube; 6. Locking Nut; 7. 

Static Pressure Tapping; 8. Total Pressure tapping 

  



Theory 

 

Duct demonstrates the use of a pitot-static tube and the application of Bernoulli’s equation along 

a convergent-divergent passage. 

 

The pitot-static tube head detail is shown figure 5.The static pressure tapping is 25mm behind 

the total pressure tapping. The total pressure tapping brings the flow immediately in front of 

it to a halt. 

 

 

 
 

According to Bernoulli’s equation the total pressure P is defined as 

 

 
 

Where ρ is the static pressure (N/m2) measured in a flow field moving at velocity v(m/s). 

 

The total pressure P should be constant along the duct providing that the flow is steady and that 

the airis incompressible and inviscid. If the pressure in the plenum chamber is Pothen 

thepressure along the streamline shown above should be everywhere the same as Po.This 

pressure can bemeasured using a tapping in the top wall of the box before the contraction as the 

velocity v inside thebox is a fraction of that in the duct. 

 

As the flow along the streamline X is brought to a halt at the total pressure tapping this tube 

willmeasure the total Pressure P at that point. 

 



The static pressure p can be measured by the static pressure tappings in the wall of the pitot-

static tubeas the air is moving at velocity v (m/s) at this point. In order to not be affected by the 

presence of thetip of the tube (disturbing the streamlines) the static pressure holes are located 

at a positionapproximately 5 diameters downstream of the tip (25mm). 

 

 
 

If the flow is assumed to be one dimensional (assuming that the velocity over any chosen 

crosssection to be uniform across that section) then the continuity equation may be written as 

 

 
 

Where;�̇�is the volume flow (m3/s); Atis the area at the throat (m2);Vtis the velocity at the throat 

(m/s);A is the area at any point in the duct (m2);V is the velocity at any point in the duct (m/s) 

 

Re-arranging (2), the velocity distribution along the duct may be written as the ratio 

 

 
 

The depth of the duct is constant (along the duct) and hence the area will be proportional to the 

duct height H. Hence 

 

 
 

Therefore from the continuity equation, the theoretical velocity ratio (relative to the velocity at 

the contraction) at any point can be calculated purely from the height ratio. 

 

From Bernoulli’s equation the velocity at any point can be determined from the following: 

 

 
 

 

The velocity at the throat Vt is; 



 

 
 

The actual velocity ratio in the duct may be determined from the following: 

 

 
 

Note that as the total pressure P will be the same (Pt = P) at all points along the duct the equation 

may be written as 

 

 
 

Hence it is possible to measure the total and static pressure along the duct and compare the 

resulting velocity ratio with the velocity ratio calculated from the duct dimensions. 

 

Velocity Measurement 

 

Due to the Bernoulli relationship [P = p + (1/2)ρV2]the pitot-static tube is frequently used for 

thepurpose of air velocity measurement. In fact the pitot-static tube or a pitot tube and 

separatestatic tapping is used on aircraft for the purpose of airspeed measurement. 

 

Below is an example of a pitot tube on a light aircraft. 

 

By measuring the difference between the total pressure P and static pressure p the air speed 

may be determined from 

 

 
  



Experiment -4.1 

 

Investigation of Bernoulli’s Equation 

 

Aim of This Experiment 

 

This experiments aim the use bernoulli’s Equation on air flow system. 

 

Procedure 

 

Connection to the Airflow System  

 

Care must be exercised when connecting the manometer to the airflow system and its optional 

accessories. The following method is suggested to prevent the manometer liquid from being 

either driven out of the manometer tubes or drawn into the tubes connected to the accessories.  

 

Before starting the fan, connect the pressure hoses to the accessory in use and to the manometer. 

Note that the two outer tubes (left and right) are not normally connected/used.  

 

Set the manometer to the vertical or inclined condition as required and adjust the reservoir to 

about mid-height. Record the atmospheric datum or zero level. Then start the fan and slowly 

increase the speed, at the same time monitoring the manometer levels. As the pressures in the 

various tubes move up and/or down adjust the reservoir level also up or down, so that the liquid 

levels are kept within the range of the manometer.  

 

Once the fan is running at the desired speed make any final adjustments to the reservoir level 

to set the atmospheric datum to a convenient value using the two outer tubes as a reference.  

Record this atmospheric datum as the reference value. It is this value that will be either taken 

from, or added to the other levels recorded on the manometer tubes.  

 

Once the fan is at the desired operating speed loosen the locking nut and carefully slide the 

pitot-static tube along the length of the duct while monitoring the manometer tubes that are 

connected.  

 

Ensure that the static pressure stays within the limits of the manometer.  

 

Then set the manometer so that the static pressure tapping is located at the intake position 

(approximately x = 315mm from the duct exit) and record the following:-  

 

Po, Plenum Chamber Pressure  

P, Total Pressure  

p Static Pressure  

 

Refer to the useful data on appendix and retract the pitot-static tube a convenient distance, for 

which towards the discharge (say 10 or 15mm), record the location X and repeat the three 

pressure measurements Po, P, and p.  

 

Continue retracting the pitot-static tube at regular intervals (data on appendix) record the 

location X and the three pressures until the tube is at the exit plane of the duct.  

 



Typical sample data is shown overleaf. 

 

Typical Data  

 

The table below shows data as recorded from the manometer. The readings are all measured in 

mm height on the manometer scales. The table on the following page shows the data processed 

using the method shown below. 

 

 



 
 

The driving pressure for the flow through the duct is the Plenum Pressure Po. This should be 

close to or greater than the Total Pressure P. There can be differences between the Plenum 

Pressure Po and the Total Pressure P due to frictional and pressure losses in the transition 

between the plenum chamber and the duct. The degree of difference between Po and P may 

vary between F100B units and at different plenum driving pressures. The important factor in 

the data is the continuity of the Total pressure P along the duct and the relationship between 

static pressure p and the velocity pressure 

 

 



 

This in turn confirms the Bernoulli relationship 

 

 
 

Sample Calculation 

 

The following show the method used to calculate the data in typical data table.  

 

All of the readings were taken in terms of height up the manometer tube using the reference 

scales. 

 

Referring to the reading at X = 260mm  

 

Atmospheric datum = 252 mm, this is the reference value. Some pressures are higher than this 

(i.e the value will be lower than this) and others lower (i.e the value will be higher than this). 

 

 
 

Due to the arrangement of the manometer scale (0mm at the bottom) the pressures can be 

determined relative to atmospheric pressure by subtracting the values from the DATUM value. 

Hence pressures below atmospheric pressure will be negative. 

 

The pressures can be determined using the density of the manometer fluid and the fluid 

height/depth above or below the datum.  

 

Hence 

 

 
 



  



Experiment -4.2 

 

The Use of the Pitot-Static Tube for Air Velocity Measurement 

 

This experiment aims to calculate velocity measurements by using pitot tube and Bernoulli’s 

equation. 

 

Procedure 

 

The procedure for this experiment is identical to that used for experiment No 1.  

 

The test results obtained from the procedure for experiment No 1 may also be used for this 

experiment.  

 

The pitot-static tube may be used to determine the air velocity using the difference between 

Total Pressure P and static pressure p. 

 

 
Utilising the data on page 10 the following results may be calculated. For the test procedure the 

ambient air temperature was 21°C and the atmospheric pressure was 1.01325 x 105 N/m2. 

 

As may be seen the velocity varies from approximately 30m/s at inlet to 53m/s at the throat and 

approximately 32m/s at exit. 

 

Sample Calculation  

 

Referring to the reading at X = 260mm  

 

Atmospheric datum = 252mm, this is the reference value. Some pressures are higher than this 

(i.e. the value will be lower than this) and others lower (i.e. the value will be higher than this). 

 

 
 



Due to the arrangement of the manometer scale (0mm at the bottom) the pressures can be 

determined relative to atmospheric pressure by subtracting the values from the DATUM value. 

Hence pressures below atmospheric pressure will be negative. The pressures can be determined 

using the density of the manometer fluid and the fluid height/depth above or below the datum.  

 

 

 
 



 

  



Appendix – I Some Useful Data 

 

 
  



Appendix –II Symbolas and Units 
 

 

 


